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Abstract
In order to determine the electron beam position by digitizing the IF of the Bergoz BPM Electronics Module,
one needs to know which button is being sampled. This report discusses several methods of acquiring this
knowledge and what, if any, modi¿cations are required in both the Bergoz module and the external hardware
in order to implement these methods.

1 Introduction

The Bergoz beam position monitor (BPM) electronics module is designed to cycle through its four
buttons and calculate the transverse position from the button readings taken during these cycles. It is
our intention to purchase a modi¿ed version of the standard module which will output the intermediate
frequency (IF) of the processor. We will then digitize the IF and digitally calculate the beam position. This
calculation requires that we know which button is currently being processed by the electronics. There are
several ways to obtain this information. This article will discuss some of them and the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

2 Passive Monitoring of the Synchronization Pulse

Each module outputs SYNC, a digital line that corresponds to the time period during which the demod-
ulated signal from button A of the BPM is averaged into the position outputs. This line is a standard output
of the module so that nothing in the module must be modi¿ed to obtain the output. Since each module
runs independently, in order to verify the button being sampled, the SYNC signal from each module must
be monitored.

There are several disadvantages on the SSRL end to its implementation. Passive monitoring of the
channel selection requires that all modules be periodically monitored. Even if we synchronize the initial
states of the counters to all be the same, we worry that some noise pulse could cause a channel to fall out of
step with the others. Monitoring each module requires more cabling than desired. Also, although checking
the location of the SYNC pulse in each channel is a straightforward software task, it still adds complexity
to the orbit acquisition algorithm.

3 Actively Synchronizing the BPM Channels

We prefer to actively synchronize the channels of all modules using a common pair of address lines that
drive all of the modules. This scheme eliminates the disadvantages of the passive monitoring approach
discussed above. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires some modi¿cations of the standard
Bergoz module, but we feel that these are minor and can be made largely with a different selection of
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standard components.

3.1 Timing Diagram of Bergoz Processor

When externally clocked, the Bergoz BPM processor generates internal states which determine the address
lines used to select both the RF switch which passes the proper button signal to the electronics and the base-
band switch which outputs the demodulated position information to the ¿nal summing and buffer stages.
This timing section also generates internal delays that hold off the demodulated output until the switching
transients from the RF stage have died down. The timing of the ¿rst delivered module is shown in ¿gure 1,
where all references to integrated circuits, in this ¿gure and elsewhere, refer to the Bergoz Beam Position
Monitor 101.0.0 schematics, created on April 16, 1998.

The delay between the clock and the output of the ¿rst monostable is determined by the time constant
(nominally 4 �v determined by R184 and C148). After the pulse width determined by the ¿rst monostable,
the output of the second monostable opens the connection between the amplitude detector and the baseband
sample and hold buffers. This monostable also initiates the clock that increments the button addresses, A0
and A1. These addresses then select the RF switch that transmits the input signal to the RF processing
section of the module. The ¿nal monostable keeps the baseband circuitry isolated from the amplitude
detector until the RF switching transients have died down.

3.2 Synchronizing the Modules Using SBS

One possible means of synchronizing the modules is by simultaneously strobing the SBS line on all of the
modules at the appropriate times. This strobe would reset both of the Àip-Àops that control the state of the
addresses (IC31a and IC31b). The disadvantage of this method is that the digital output controlled by SBS,
H, is also used for other options in the module, and toggling the H line affects the circuitry controlling both
the automatic gain control and the X output.

3.3 Synchronizing the Modules Using BADD0 and BADD1

Our preferred method of synchronizing the modules is to strobe the BADD0 and BADD1 address lines. By
simultaneously strobing these lines in all modules at the appropriate time we can determine the state of the
addresses without affecting any other part of the circuitry.

3.3.1 Timing of Synchronizing Pulses

All of the frequencies and clocks used in our orbit feedback system are synchronized to our RF frequency of
7:9=6 PK}. In particular, we will have a clock at our revolution frequency i � with a period of W � @ b:;4 qv

that is synchronized to our revolution period. An SSRL built timing module will generate a timing pattern
that will be driven by this clock. For example, if our orbit feedback cycle is � 7 nK}, this frequency will be
will be derived by dividing i � by ;3. The input clock to the Bergoz modules will be i � @53. For a � 8 nK}

feedback cycle, the input clock will be i � @49 and the cycle time will be i � @97.
The BADD0 and BADD1 signals will be generated by the SSRL timing module. The signal pulse width

will be a multiple of :;4 qv and our desire is that it be as short as possible. In order to pass a short pulse,
the time constant of the input stage ¿lters for BADD0 (R202, C163) and BADD1 (R204, C164) must be
reduced. If the time constant is chosen to be the 4 �v that is on the CLK input ¿lter, our address pulses must
be 4=895 �v wide. If the time constant can be halved, then the address pulses can be set to the minimum
width.

The pulses would preset the Àip-Àops in the counter state machine every fourth CLK cycle. Once the
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state machine is synchronized, the only desired function of the pulses would be to reset the state machine
if it slipped in time. Of course, as is apparent from ¿gure 2, all of the digital switching in the module
causes transients that make their way out to the position values. The timing of the pulses would be such
that the Àip-Àops would be preset shortly after the clock has changed the state. The transients caused by
these pulses would occur shortly after the RF switches have been toggled. At this time the SSRL external
digitizer would be ignored, while the system is waiting for the both the IF ¿lter and the digital receiver ¿lter
to clear. This is also the period when the analog path to the baseband buffers is open so the integrity of the
positional calculations in the Bergoz module would be preserved.

3.3.2 Proposed Changes to Bergoz Module

We feel that this timing scheme requires several minor changes to the standard Bergoz module. We want
to input a negative going pulse, of width W � , on both BADD0 and BADD1 a time W � after the rising edge
of the CLK pulse. Since we want the address pulses to reach the Àip-Àops after their clock, the timing of
the CLK and BADDx circuits must be modi¿ed slightly.

First, in order to insure that the BADDx pulses are recognized, the time constant of the input low pass
¿lters should be reduced to about 683 qv. This would allow our pulse to reach about <3( of ¿nal value
while it is on, enough to trigger the digital gate. We understand that this opens up the noise bandwidth to
the module at this port, but from the data shown on ¿gure 2, it seems that the noise on the output comes from
the edges caused by the digital switching and not the pulse width of the signal. These edges cause ringing
at much higher frequencies than either the 48< nK} in the existing ¿lter, or the 783 nK} of the proposed
¿lter. (If this bandwidth is too wide, and the 48< nK} must be maintained to preserve the signal integrity,
we can live with this choice.)

Next, in order to insure that the timing relation between our externally generated CLK and BADDx
signals is maintained inside of the Bergoz module, we propose that the input low pass ¿lter of the CLK
circuit be identical to that of the BADDx lines. In order to insure that there is no jitter on the level of our
W � clock period, we suggest that the tolerance of the ¿lters be controlled by using, for example 4( resistors
and 8( capacitors.

We do not know what technical considerations were involved in setting the pulse width of the ¿rst
monostable (IC27a). Since this width determines the timing delay between the input CLK signal and the
clocking of the Àip-Àops, the width needs to be controlled to an accuracy much smaller than W � . If possible,
we propose that the total width of the pulses generated by IC27a and IC30a be � W � @5. With this timing,
the Àip-Àops would be clocked W � @5 before the BADDx lines pulse the preset lines on IC31a and IC31b.
With this timing, all of our induced transients would have died down within 4=895 �v after the initial CLK
edge. This should mean that any noise introduced into the system has disappeared before either we start
acquiring data by digitizing the IF or the demodulated carrier signal is passed to the baseband buffers on
the Bergoz module.

There are some additional (hopefully) minor changes we also propose to the Bergoz module which we
feel will improve its reliability in our system. We propose to drive the CLK and BADDx lines with a TTL
compatible 83  drivers. Fast commercial drivers we have used in the past are, for example, 74F3037 and
74F3038 devices available from Philips. We are concerned that these voltage levels may not be compatible
with the HC logic family used as the inputs for these signals. We would recommend that these chips,
74HC423 and 74HC74, be replaced with their counterparts in the HCT family, 74HCT423 and 74HCT74.

Of course, the same logic level concern exists for the SBS line, which we do not seem to need in our
production use of the modules. This chip may not have a direct HCT replacement. From a quick search
of the Philips parts catalog, we have found a 74HCT139, which is compatible with the HEF4556, which
would require changing the DG412 to a DG411 and, certainly, replacing several other chips. Anyway, we
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do not want to redesign the logic, but think that the SBS input is also not strictly TTL compatible.
Finally we do not know what effect the change will have on the diode logic controlled by D9 and D10.

We do not understand well enough the purpose of the diode when the BADDx lines are pulsed low. If the
diode pulls down the clear line while the BADDx lines pull down the preset on the 74HC74 chips, the A0
and A1 lines are set by the preset, but there seems to be the possibility of a race between the set and preset
as to which will be low last. (Is the purpose of D9 and D10 to force the clear to release before the preset?
How does the Q1 output of the HEF4555 respond to being pulled low through the diode?) Unless there is
a technical reason for our application, we do not object to removing D9 and D10 from the circuit.

4 Conclusion

We believe that we can insure the synchronicity of both the switching and the address lines of the Bergoz
modules with appropriate control from the SSRL timing module. These changes would be timed so that
any switching transients would occur outside of the sampling times of either the SSRL IF digital receiver
or the Bergoz analog receiver. These changes require some minimal changes to component selection on
the Bergoz module, but from our brief understanding of the module electronics, we feel that they can be
implemented without any artwork changes to the modules.
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1. Timing diagram of the Bergoz BPM system from the rising edge of the input clock to the multiplexer
address line and the output enable of the baseband multiplexer. (The ¿rst monostable is IC27a, the second
is IC30a, the third is IC30b, and the baseband detector demultiplexer is IC32b.)
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2. Y output of the Bergoz module on bench with continuous input signal. Note the presence of spikes
which are coincident with the digitial edges generated in the sytem.
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